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Description

Quantity Cost per unit

20 - 100 £4.50

101 - 200 £4.00
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SKU: BOOK-SHEET-MDRN-PRPL-01

MOQ: 20

Materials: Paper, Card,  PVC Laminate

Approx Dimensions: 145 x 210 x 3mm

Approx Weight: 120g

 տ 38 pages containing four complete and colour 
coded character sheets for D&D 5e characters

 տ Designed to accommodate any combination of 
race and class, including multiclassing

 տ Detailed character description, stats, features and ability pages, 
spellbook, inventory, and campaign/world information sections

 տ Compact design allows players more space at the table 
for maps, minis, dice trays and other accessories 

 տ Thoughtfully laid out pages to give you the information 
you need when you need it (We’ve received great feedback 
from dyslexic players on how easy our books are to use)

 տ Matt laminated cover is tear resistant and provides 
excellent protection from minor splashes and stains

 տ Ultra-portable - close it up and chuck it in a bag 
without worrying about scuffing or tearing pages

 տ Super-durable - 250gsm paper stands up to 
repeated writing and erasing during play

An A5 character sheet booklet designed to be a compact 
and durable alternative to standard A4 character sheets.

This 38pg journal is printed on 120gsm paper with a 
350gsm, matte laminated cardstock cover and featuring 
four complete character sheets for D&D 5e.

A5 Character Sheet Journal for D&D 5e
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Features

Quantity Cost per unit

50 - 100 £7.00
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 տ Easily track your characters’ hit points, spell 
slots and other encounter related stats

 տ Lightweight and durable, 3mm white acrylic construction

 տ 100% dry wipe surface

Save your paper character sheet from the wear 
and tear of stat changes with this 100% dry-wipe 
erasable encounter and combat stat tracker.

Super easy to use, players can keep track of their character’s 
incoming damage and healing, max and current HP, spell slots 
for standard and pact magic casters, and death saves.

Also included are two 20-point trackers for anything 
from Ki points to how long an effect has been 
active, as well as a general notes section.

SKU: WHTB-TRCK-CMBT-MDRN-01

MOQ: 50

Materials: White Acrylic

Approx Dimensions: 145 x 210 x 3 mm

Approx Weight: 160g

Combat Tracker Whiteboard
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SKU: BUND-SHEET-SKIT-MDRN-01

MOQ: 20

Materials: Paper, Acrylic

Approx Dimensions: 155 x 215 x 11mm

Approx Weight: 285g

Quantity Cost per unit

20 - 100 £11.25

101 - 200 £10.75

201+ Let’s Chat - Wholesale@RogueandBard.com

Ultimate Starter Kit Bundle

A bundle of our A5 Character Sheet Journal and Player Status 
Tracker Whiteboard in a handy A5 folder featuring a cheat 
sheet for player actions, conditions, and effects in D&D 5e.

Contains:
1x A5 Starter Kit Folder
1x A5 Character Sheet Journal
1x Player Status Tracker Whiteboard

 տ Bundles the A5 Character Sheet Journal 
and Combat Tracker Whiteboard

 տ Folder contains a breakdown of things players 
can do on their turn, such as different types of 
movement, actions, and bonus actions

 տ A Jumping table to help players work out and 
understand the game’s Jump mechanics

 տ A list of conditions and a plain english explaination of 
what that means for the player/creature affected
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Wholesale Terms

Placing an order

Returns, Damages and Defects

Shipping

Delivery

Backorders

International Orders

The standard minimum order for wholesale is 20 
units for Character Sheet Journals and Starer Kits, 
and 50 units for Combat Tracker Whiteboard.

Please submit your order via email to wholesale@rogueandbard.com 
and we will provide you with an invoice for your order.
Invoices are payable via bank transfer only at this time.

You can also call us on +44 (0) 7494 04 40 70  to discuss orders.

Rogue & Bard only accept bank transfer payments for 
invoices. This will need to be paid within two working 
days or your order will be delayed or cancelled.

All prices are listed in GBP.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Please email us at wholesale@rogueandbard.com 
with details of the product prior to returning it.

Returns requests must be made in writing directly to Head 
Office within 5 days of delivery date quoting invoice number and 
reasons. No returns are accepted without prior approval and 
delivery instructions for transport. Shipping will be charged.
For any goods returned as ‘unsuitable’, there is a restocking 
charge of 15% plus shipping chargeable to the customer.

Please inspect all shipments immediately upon arrival. 
Damaged merchandise will be replaced with new 
merchandise. Returned merchandise will not be accepted 
if it is held for more than 5 days after receipt.

Shipping is not included in the cost of goods. All goods will be sent 
via Royal Mail or Parcelforce depending on the size and weight 
of goods and will be tracked. Shipping costs will be provided 
when creating an order and added to your invoice. If you are 
based in South Wales, then we can offer a free pick-up service.

Please allow at least 7-14 days from the time of your order for 
completion of items. Larger orders may require more time. We 
will be in touch if there is a delay in sending your order.

Out of stock goods can be back-ordered. If you wish to cancel 
any back-order, please inform us as soon as possible. Please 
allow 14 days to fulfil your back-order, if we cannot get your 
goods in-stock in this time, we can cancel free of charge.

We currently do not offer wholesale orders outside of mainland UK.

Updated Jan 2023

Hey!

Thank you for your interest in our product range!

We put a lot of time and care into developing our products and are 
always excited to share them with other players.

Of course there are some legal bits we have to go through with you to do business, but 
we’ve tried to keep it short. Here are the brief terms and conditions we have. 

Keep Rolling!

Rogue & Bard Team


